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7 Ways to Move from Deficit to 

Abundance 

 
All you have to do is turn on the TV or 

radio and you’ll hear the “doom and 

gloom” messages.  Some experts say we 

are still in a recession.  Some say it has 

to get worse before it gets better.  Some 

say we’re already coming up and out of 

it.  No matter what the “experts” say, 

only you know your situation.  It is clear 

that the real estate market is still not 

back up to where it was, and it may take 

a few more years. 

 

  It’s no wonder then, that more people 

are being thrown into a “fear,” “deficit” 

or “scarcity” mode.  Financial anxiety 

can cause physical and/or medical 

problems such as sleeplessness, lack of 

appetite, headaches and muscle pain, 

etc., and it can also cause psychological/ 

emotional problems such as lack of 

concentration, lethargy, overuse of 

alcohol and drugs, paranoia, anger, and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings!  Welcome to this newest edition of 

our Coaching WORKS! Newsletter.  I’m  Dr. 

Marlene Shiple, The Life Coach Dr., and I’m 

glad that you were able to join us in this 

endeavor. 

 

I’m hoping that you find many ideas in this 

Newsletter to use to benefit your life and your 

love relationships.  I encourage you to find one 

idea that especially appeals to you … and apply 

it over and over to help you improve your 

relationship success. 

 

If you know of someone else who would enjoy 

this publication, please let me know and I’ll 

include them on our mailing list.  Just email me 

at:  coach@thelifecoachdr.com and submit the 

name and email address for inclusion. 

 

 

 
                                               Marlene Shiple, Ph.D.  
 

Marlene Shiple, Ph.D., has a broad range of areas of service.  

She is a Hypnotist.  In this capacity, she helps clients with 

effective removal of blocks and habit change.  Would you like to 

stop smoking or overcome procrastination?  These are just a few 

of the areas in which Dr. Shiple can support you to change. She 

has written the book, Hypnosis Essentials:  Power Up Your 

Life! on this topic.  This book is available on Amazon. 
 

Dr. Shiple is passionate abotu the area of Total Wellness and 

Healing.  After curing herself of a 14-year bout with arthritis, she 

is dedicated to help others achieve freedom from pain and 

distress.  Her book, Arthritis Pain …Free!  Heal Arthritis 

Naturally – I Did, You Can, Too! details the exact steps she 

used to become completely free from arthritis pain. It’s available 

at Amazon.com.  Dr. Shiple is pleased to work with you, giving 

you personalized support in following these steps yourself! 

 

Dr. Shiple conducts teleseminars and workshops on Stress 

Reduction, Mindfulness Meditation, Improving Self-Esteem, 

Goal Accomplishment, and Self-Improvement.  Call for more 

details and scheduling. 

 

For additional information, visit The Life Coach Dr. website at 

http://thelifecoachdr.com.  Here you will find free articles and 

ideas to implement right away – plus coaching products to 

purchase – to help make Your Life Better! 

 

Dr. Shiple schedules clients at her physical office, which is 

located at the southwest corner of Earll Dr. & 3rd Street: 

                   3030 N. 3rd Street, Suite #500  

                              Phoenix, AZ   85012 

                                 (602) 266 - 6662 

 

If you do not reside in the Phoenix-area, you can still consult 

with Dr. Shiple.  She provides Distance Coaching services via 

telephone, email, and/or chat sessions.  To schedule coaching 

services, call (602) 266 – 6662. 

 

Dr. Shiple is a Life Coach 

and Therapist.  She has earned a 

Ph.D. degree in Counseling 

Psychology and has been helping 

clients create successful changes 

in their lives for over 40 years.   

 

When asked about the length of 

service and the satisfaction she 

derives from assisting clients to 

accomplish their goals, Dr. Shiple 

says simply, “I love what I do!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:coach@thelifecoachdr.com
http://thelifecoachdr.com/coach/get-hypnosis-essentials/
http://thelifecoachdr.com/coach/get-hypnosis-essentials/
http://arthritispain-free.com/
http://arthritispain-free.com/
http://thelifecoachdr.com/
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emotional stress, rage, depression, etc.  

In addition, it can cause relationship 

conflicts – at work, at home, with 

family, with spouses, with friends. Any 

problem that was already present prior to 

financial fear tends to become highly 

exacerbated with financial fear.   

 

There’s no question that there is pain 

associated with lack of money.  A good 

life coach or business coach will 

understand this pain, acknowledge your 

pain, reassure you that “this too shall 

pass” and give you a sense of positive 

hope and personal power.  They will 

help you focus on “reality” and “what to 

do now” rather than fear and 

hopelessness.   

 

Tony Robbins says, “In order to succeed 

you must have a long-term focus.  You 

must make the decision to break through 

some short term pain or discomfort in 

order to get your desired result.” 

 

Seeking help to work through your fears 

is most likely going to result in your 

increased happiness and satisfaction, as 

well as feeling you have some control 

over your situation.  When people feel 

they have control they are more likely to 

take action steps necessary to improve 

their situation.  When you feel they have 

little or no control, a good coach can 

help you look at options, restore balance, 

give you a sense of control, and reassure 

you.   

 

Everything in life gets better 

when you get better, and nothing in life 

gets better until you get better.     
-- Larry Winget 

 

7 Ways You Can Get OUT 

 of Deficit and INTO Abundance:     

Here’s the first thing you need to do (or 

not do!).  Don’t listen to the negative 

news!  Don’t listen to pessimism about 

the economy.  The media wants to scare 

us, and we cannot be in “love, joy, 

abundance and flow” as long as we are 

in fear.  We cannot be in the present 

when we are in fear.  Fear is about the 

future, and the unforeseen.  The reason 

you should not “buy in” to the negative 

news is that it seeps into your 

subconscious and affects your thinking, 

therefore, affecting your actions.  Your 

thinking is what needs to be dealt with 

FIRST.  This newsletter gives you some 

creative ideas to “think” in peace, 

abundance and flow. 

       

 

Both poverty and riches are the 

offspring of thought.  

                                                                      

   --Napoleon Hill 

The second step is to take a long, hard, 

truthful look at your values and 

priorities. In his book, You’re Broke 

Because You Want to Be, Larry Winget 

talks about how we get in our own way 

of money flowing to us.  We stand on 

our own brake pedal.  If you are 

experiencing a deficit in your life it is 

because you have agreed to assist in 

creating it.  He says if you are 

experiencing a lack of money you have 

CHOSEN it.  Along these lines, Jack 
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Canfield’s first chapter in his book The 

Success Principles is titled, “Take 100%  

Responsibility for Your Life.”  You need 

to see that how you’ve chosen to spend 

(or save) your money has been a result 

of your desires, values and priorities.  If 

you are suffering as a result of how 

you’ve handled money in the past, you 

need to re-think your choices now.  It’s 

never too late to choose a different path! 

When you change the way you 

look at something, that something 

changes the way it looks.        
 

                     -- Wayne Dyer                              

The third thing to do is to focus on the 

present, and what you can do RIGHT 

NOW to make your life better.  Focus on 

TODAY.  One day at a time.  One hour 

at a time.  We are making decisions 

every moment of every day.  THINK 

before you ACT, and ask yourself, “How 

is this action moving me toward my 

highest good?” 

Your success and happiness lie in you.  

External conditions are the accidents of 

life, its outer trappings.  The great, 

enduring realities are love of service.  

Joy is the holy fire that keeps our 

purpose warm and our intelligence 

aglow.  Resolve to keep happy, and your 

joy and you shall form an invincible 

host against difficulty.  

                               --- Helen Keller 

The fourth thing is to develop a 

“positive money consciousness.”  People 

often sabotage their finances due to their 

negative mindset about money.  In her 

book The Nine Steps to Financial 

Freedom, Suze Orman devotes the first 

three chapters of her book to this subject.  

“The road to financial freedom begins 

not in a bank or even in a financial 

planner’s office, but in your head.  It 

begins with your thoughts,” she writes.  

She goes on to say, “And those thoughts, 

more often than not, stem from our 

seemingly forgotten past with money..... 

So the first step toward financial 

freedom is a step back in time to the 

earliest moments you can recall when 

money meant something to you, when 

you truly understood what it could do...”  

Jack Canfield explains in his chapter 

“Success and Money” that there are 3 

steps to turning around your limiting 

beliefs about money.   

1. Write down your limiting belief, i.e., 

“money is the root of all evil.” 

2. Challenge, make fun of, and argue 

with the limiting belief, i.e., “money 

is the root of all philanthropy.” 

3. Create a positive turnaround 

statement, i.e., “people love to pay 

me money for what I most enjoy 

doing.” 

 

Coaches call this “cognitive 

restructuring.”  You’ve heard of positive 

affirmations and prosperity 

consciousness.  The popular movie and 

book The Secret is all about the “law of 

attraction” and “thoughts become 

things.”  These strategies are working  

for millions of people – however, 

positive affirmations alone are not 

enough.  You could repeat, “I am rich” 

until your face turns the color of money, 

but if you don’t DO SOMETHING to 

make that happen, it won’t.  Many 

people think that if they say enough 

positive affirmations, money will 

magically appear.  The reality is, money 

doesn’t usually fall from the sky.  You 

have absolutely NO CHANCE of 
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winning the lottery unless you buy a 

ticket. 

 

Create a list of your own positive 

affirmations.  Here are some examples to 

get you started: 

 

* “Money flows to me easily and 

frequently.”  

 

* “I always have everything I need.” 

 

* “The Universe is abundant and there is 

plenty for everyone.” 

 

* “My world is affluent.” 

 

* “My decisions are a reflection of my 

true desires and values.” 

 

* “I have peace knowing I am always 

being taken care of.” 

 

*“My business thrives as long as I am 

committed to helping others.” 

 

* “I am doing everything possible for 

my highest good.” 

 

* “I now know what I want and trust 

myself to do what it takes to get it.” 

 
You must begin to understand that the 

present state of your bank account your 

sales, your health, your social life, your 

position at work, etc., is nothing more 

than the physical manifestation of your 

previous thinking.  If you sincerely 

wish to change or improve your results 

in the physical world, you must change 

your thoughts, and you must change 

them IMMEDIATELY. 
                               

--Bob Proctor 

The fifth thing to do is work on the 

concepts of gratefulness and mental 

imagery.  Stating your affirmations in 

grateful terms, and giving thanks in 

advance, i.e., “I am happy and grateful 

that I now have plenty of money in my 

bank account to cover all my bills and 

needs,” is very powerful.  Then create a 

mental picture in your mind of what 

your bank account looks like, seeing 

yourself paying all your bills easily with 

money left over, seeing your savings 

account growing, seeing your life 

improving, etc.  Feel the good feelings 

that come from these mental images. 

 

The more you are thankful for what 

you have, the more you will have to be 

thankful for.  

-- Zig Ziglar 

  

Sixth, brainstorm as many creative ideas 

as possible of how you can improve your 

situation.  Ask others for input.  It is 

amazing how many things can actually 

be done to improve your financial life, if 

you are willing to.   

 

Some ideas may be:  cut down on 

unnecessary spending (“extras” you 

don’t absolutely need), work more 

hours, take on a part time job, do some 

“contract” work, ask family or friends 

for assistance, ask your entire family to 

team with you in improving finances, 

refinance your home, ask landlords to 

decrease rent until things improve, etc.  

Yes, some of these things will most 

likely cause some short term discomfort, 

so you need to keep your eyes focused 

on the long term gain. 

 

You will never change until you first  

become uncomfortable.     
           

                                                                              --Larry Winget 

Seventh, be willing to enjoy your 

process, have fun, and laugh!  During a 
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recession people start looking for 

distractions (and escapes).  Distractions 

can be healthy or unhealthy.  Get 

creative in finding healthy distractions.  

Have a sense of humor!  Late-night hosts 

are already having plenty of laughs 

about the economy.  This is precisely the 

time when you need to laugh.  Humor 

takes people “above” their situation so 

they can look at it more clearly and get 

more reality on it. 

   

“There is no use trying,” said Alice; 

“one can’t believe impossible things.”  

“I dare say you haven’t had much 

practice,” said the Queen.  “When I 

was your age, I always did it for half an 

hour a day.  Why, sometimes I’ve 

believed as many as six impossible 

things before breakfast.” 

 

--Lewis Carroll 

 

 

Think positively about money, and its 

role in your life.  Think of the good 

things it can bring you and how much 

more you can help society by having 

money.  Think of what you can do to 

change your situation for the better.  

Change your mindset and do something 

today. 

 

     ---When you get into a tight place and everything goes against you, 

till it seems as though you could not hold on a minute longer, never give 

up then, for that is just the place and time that the tide will turn.               

---Harriet Beecher Stowe 

 

 

*    *   * 

 

Brought to you by: 

Marlene Shiple, Ph.D. 

THE LIFE COACH DR. 

(602) 266 – 6662 

http://thelifecoachdr.com 

http://thelifecoachdr.com/

